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1819 Venture Lab "Pre-Accelerator" Program.
Do you have an idea that could be a startup? The 1819 Venture Lab runs the "Pre-Accelerator" to work with the Bearcat family to cultivate their startup concepts. The application process is now open. Be sure to complete this short form before February 8th: http://uc1819.com/concept/

CoM Office of Research on Twitter.
We want to connect with you on social media. Follow us on Twitter @UC_CoMResearch to stay in the conversation and in the know.

UC Health Office of Clinical Research Educational Opportunity
The next UC Health Office of Clinical Research Educational Opportunity is titled "EPIC Research Tools (Research Aware Patient Care Icons, Alerts: Admissions, Results and Cancellations, Recruitment: Point of Care and MyChart)". This training is scheduled for 2/21/2019, in MSB E155 from 12n-1p.

External Research Opportunities for Medical Students.
Medical students interested in external research opportunities should visit the http://www.med.uc.edu/academicsupport/research/external-opportunities to learn more about what is available.

Grant Submissions – COEUS Requirement.
All grant submissions within the College of Medicine must be uploaded within COEUS to ensure that all required signatures are obtained prior to submission of the proposal to the sponsor. Proper routing of grant submissions in COEUS allows for standardized review and submission of all grant proposals. COEUS utilizes a four-stop signature process to obtain required approvals for grant submissions:
• Stop 1 approval: PI
• Stop 2 approval: Department Administrative/Business Staff
• Stop 3 approval: Department Chair/Department Vice-Chair of Research
• Stop 4 approval: COM A&F Pre-Award Staff

Once a submission has received the stop 4 approval, the submission is considered approved and is promptly transmitted to the sponsor by COM A&F Pre-Award staff. If a department/PI requests to transmit the submission directly to the sponsor, written approval from the COM A&F Pre-Award director must be obtained in advance of the submission.

Content to submit? Click here: https://redcap.research.cchmc.org/surveys/?s=3CX994Y34W

RESEARCH - Updates to policy changes, pre and post grant information, internal opportunities from the Office of Research, landmark publications, opportunities for collaborations on multi-disciplinary grants, and other information not under purview of other electronic publications. This is not for advertising seminars, speakers, etc.
CORES - Notifications of new technologies in existing Cores, establishment of new Cores and instrumentation, calls for collaboration on instrumentation grants, information about Core offerings, and highlights of research facilitated by Core.
EDUCATION - Trainees successes/achievements and innovations and improvements in education facilities and resources related to research.
CULTURE - Activities or opportunities that reward, recognize, inspire collaboration, and support our research faculty, trainees, students, and staff.